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Lego star wars jabba the hutt's palace

© 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliate Jabba Castle depicts a Star Wars scene in which Princess Leia attempts to infiltrate Jabba's Hutt palace to save Han Solo, who is imprisoned in carbonite. It's a well-done atmospheric set that's fun to build, with excellent minifig and good playing ability. The minifig in this set is great. You get Leia in the guises of
her Boussh bounty hunter Chewbacca (complete with chains), Han Solo (who flicks into large carbonite pieces printed with her outline), Bib Fortuna (majordomo Jabba), Oola (green dancer), and Gamorrean keeper. There are also two unique figures -- Jabba the Hutt himself (an amazing model), and Salacious Crumb (his little monkey-like capering creature).
Finally, there's a small building for B'omarr Monk's spider. The palace building itself is divided into sections, each of which has its own polibagged pieces, making it easier to find the pieces you need (and to limit the mess created, if you are a parent who cares about such things). The build itself is pretty easy, mixing regular Lego System elements with some
Technic parts. It's exciting and fun without challenging. Like most current generation Lego sets, there are many good and thoughtful details that you will notice when you are about to build the set, but which is not easy to see after completion - proof of the excellent design quality (and if you are a parent, a good reason why you should let your children build the
set itself rather than being tempted to do it for them). First, there is the entrance area; it has an blast door that can be raised and glued into place (and also dropped with a satisfactory thud of weight), and the door is guarded by a pair of intended weapons. There is a lookout tower above the entrance that provides a bit of an extra play area and storage
shelves for items. The main part of this building is Jabba's throne room. It features a moving platform that Jabba sits on, which can be moved forward and back, revealing a hidden storage area underneath, along with a trap door that will be used to drop someone into a rancor hole. There's a rotating hook point for Han Solo's carbonite prison (so you can free
him by flipping pieces around), along with a number of decorative interior details that do a great job of replicating scenes from the film. The roof completes the building, and has flick-fire missiles mounted on its top; the roof can be easily removed for easy play with the interior. Although this set is relatively expensive for the number of pieces contained in
(compared to the average Lego), the pieces tend to be larger, and the unique figures certainly justify the extra cost. This is a fantastic set for kids who want to re-enact the movie scene or look for play-heavy sets (the construction is durable and hold it up to an enthusiastic game), or for Star Wars fans who want to build this set for display. If you're going to get
one of these current non-ship Star Wars sets, this should be it. Recommended for everyone who loves Star Wars and Lego, especially if you can get this set at a discount. + $170.63 Addl. CostGet it with Sat, Jan 16 - Fri, Jan 22 from Clio, MichiganLego #9516 Star Wars Jabba's Palace NEw SEALED BOX. His condition is New. Still the box is closed, the
overall box is nice but there is a dent at the top that you can see in the photo. Posted with USPS Priority Mail.View details - Lego #9516 Star Wars Jabba&amp;#039;s Palace NEw SEALED BOXSee all 22 new listings Building InstructionBricks &amp; PiecesHelp TopicsDevice GuideCustomer ServiceBuilding InstructionsBricks &amp;amp; PiecesHelp
TopicsDevice Guide ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc. Inc.
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